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Abstract: The performance analysis of various empirical radio propagation 

models or harvesters used in wireless cellular networks is presented in this paper. 

In particular, second generation (2G) through fifth generation (5G) cellular 

networks route loss and cell coverage areas is researched. Planning any wireless 

communication system requires precise path loss and coverage area forecasting. 

The Hata model, the Stanford University Interim (SUI) model, and modified SUI 

models are contrasted in light of the urban terrain. The investigation is carried out 

at 28 GHz as inspiration for new wave (mm- wave) cellular systems, or for 5G 

communication. When -75 dBm is used as the desired minimum received power, it 

is shown that 2G communications (using the Hata model at 900 MHz) has the 

lowest route loss and thus the widest coverage area. Future mm-wave systems with 

the smallest coverage area are found to have the highest path loss (at 28 GHz using 

a modified SUI model). 

Keywords: Path Loss, Cell Coverage, Radio Propagation Models, HATA, SUI, 

5G Cellular Networks. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Continuously adding demand for advanced 

data rates, larger network capacity, advanced energy 

effectiveness, and advanced mobility has motivated 

exploration within fifth- generation (5G) 

communication systems modeling. 5G is generally 

agreed for a set of new conditions for wireless 

dispatches systems. These conditions will need to 

address several critical performance areas including 

cost constraints, business quiescence, trust ability, 

security, vacuity, miscellaneous structure of networks, 

multicast/ broadcast conditions, the demand to serve a 

variety of different bias, and reduced energy 

consumption. Accurate 5G inner and out-of-door 

channel characterization and modeling are pivotal for 

determining the system performance and therefore for 

system and for 5G network consumption. videlicet, 5G 

radio frequency (RF) propagation is affected by colorful 

marvels that more or less deteriorate the original 

transmitted signal arriving at the receiver( free ‐ space 

propagation, object penetration, reflection, scattering, 

diffraction, and immersion caused by atmospheric 

feasts, fog, and rush). 

 

To induce dependable propagation models for 

5G systems and farther to determine standard 

performance measures of 5G systems, corresponding 

path loss models must be erected for link budget 

evaluation and signal strength vaticination, with the 

addition of directional and beam forming antenna arrays 

and co-channel hindrance, while temporal dissipation 

caused by multipath propagation( impacting the timing, 

packet and frame sizes, and other air interface design 

parameters) should also be characterized. Thus, general 

statistical models couldn't be sufficient in order to 

assess the performance of system and specific models 

related to real ‐ world reference scripts with fine bracket 

of terms will be needed. Analog made way for the 

wireless revolution, which was steered in by advances 

in radio frequency, which in turn made way for the 

digital period, powered by advances in data contraction. 

We enjoyed our 2G cellular networks in the early ‗90s, 

followed by 3G, also 4G, and now the lustrous pledges 

of 5G. A harmonious element throughout this 

elaboration has been, and likely always will be, RF 

propagation. RF propagation, also known as radio 

frequency propagation or RF surge propagation. 

 

RF Propagation 

It‘s not a term you regularly see at the top of 

assiduity blogs, but it‘s the foundation of 

telecommunications, and a major aspect of telecom 

network design software. Radio frequence propagation 

is the marvels by which we can transfer information 

from Point A to Point B without a physical medium. 

Specifically, radio swells as they travel and how they‘re 
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affected by external marvels, similar as reflection, 

refraction, diffraction, immersion, polarization, and 

scattering. 

 

This is largely applicable in the field of 

telecommunications, as understanding RF signal 

propagation is pivotal to our capability to design an 

effective radio communication system with optimized 

signal strength. Propagation of radio swells is a major 

element of RF Planning, which is the process of 

assigning frequentness, transmitter locales, and 

parameters of a wireless dispatches system to give 

sufficient content and capacity for the services needed. 

 
Figure 1: 5G NR Propagation [Source: 5G-TOOLS.com] 

 

Types of RF Propagation 

Radio swells can propagate from transmitter to 

receiver in four different ways through ground swells; 

sky swells (Ionospheric), free space swells, and open 

field swells (Tropospheric): 

1. Ground Wave Propagation: Radio signals that 

travel via ground swells generally travel the Earth‘s 

curve and tend to be affected by the terrain over 

which they travel. This type of RF propagation is 

used during the day time, is ideal for fairly short 

distance propagation, and is used to give fairly 

original radio dispatches content. 

2. Ionospheric Propagation: Also known as sky 

swells, these radio signals travel through and are 

told by an upper region in the earth's atmosphere 

called the Ionosphere. This type of RF propagation 

is used in radio dispatches systems that transmit on 

the HF or short surge bands. It's stylish used at 

night and is impacted by factors similar as radio 

frequentness used, time of day, electron viscosity, 

gas motes, meteor smatter, and electromagnetic 

radiation. 

3. Free Space Propagation: Also known as line- of- 

sight swells, these radio swells travel through open 

space freely, piecemeal from any objects that 

would impact the swells ‘ travel. Signal strength is 

impacted only by the distance between the source 

and the destination. This variety of RF propagation 

is set up in radio dispatches systems where the 

signals travel up to the satellite from the ground 

and back down again. Rudiments similar as the 

atmosphere veritably infrequently have any effect 

in cases of free space propagation. 

4. Tropospheric Propagation: Signals propagate 

through the troposphere, the area of the atmosphere 

just beyond the optic horizon, are affected by the 

variations of refractive indicator in the air, which is 

affected by factors similar as temperature, 

atmospheric pressure, and water vapor pressure. 

This type of RF propagation is frequently how 

signals at VHF and over are heard over extended 

distances, which is most applicable to systems 

similar as cellular telecommunications, mobile 

radio dispatches, and other wireless systems. 

 

Significance of RF Propagation for 5G 

While some of the structure demanded for 5G 

is formerly in place, small- cell technology must be 

enforced in densely peopled areas in order to increase 

network capacity. 5G network structure uses mmWave 

frequentness, which can only cover a short distance and 

bear an ultra-dense grid. 5G structure uses advanced 

band radio frequentness, and small cell antennas are 

able of transmitting and entering these advanced band 
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radio frequentness. Still, while high frequentness 

transmits further data, they're largely susceptible to 

physical hindrance. That‘s where RF propagation 

analysis comes into play. 

 

Radio frequence propagation modeling is a 

pivotal step in the network planning phase and 

leverages advanced ways to directly prognosticate 

signal path loss from a transmitter to any position. RF 

propagation modeling software provides 

communication service providers (CSPs) with critical 

data from calibrated models for real- world deployment 

scripts, which informs 5G rollout systems and enables 

CSPs to optimize network content for the cost of 

delivering the network. 

 

When it comes to the challenges of optimizing 

5G diapason, ray forming, generally seen in WiFi 

routers, is being stationed in 5G stations to boost signal 

strength and range in a particular direction, avoiding 

hindrance from trees and structures. These advanced 

ray- forming ways include use of formative and 

destructive radio hindrance to make signals directional 

rather than broadcast. Spatiotemporal data 

visualizations enable telcos to deliver ray forming 

features. 

 

RF Propagation Modeling 

Different models have been developed to meet 

the requirements of RF propagation in different 

conditions. RF propagation modeling is an empirical 

fine expression for the characterization of radio surge 

propagation as a function of frequency, distance, and 

other conditions. The three main RF propagation 

models are for free space attenuation, out-of- door 

attenuation, and inner attenuation. Exemplifications 

include: 

 Models for free space attenuation Free- space 

path loss; Dipole field strength in free space; 

Friis transmission equation 

 Models for out-of-door attenuation ITU terrain 

model; Egli model; Two- shaft ground- 

reflection model; Okumura model; Hata model 

for civic areas; Hata model for suburban areas; 

Hata model for open areas; COST Hata model 

 Models for inner attenuation ITU model for 

inner attenuation; Log- distance path loss 

model. 

 

Propagation models were developed grounded 

on large sets of data collected for specific scripts for the 

purpose of standardizing the manner in which radio 

swells are propagated between transmitter and receiver. 

RF models generally concentrate on realizing signal 

path loss, prognosticating the area of content for a 

transmitter, and modeling the distribution of signals 

over different regions. 

 

 

 

RF Propagation Tools for an Evolving Industry 

To measure and execute geographic analysis 

on radio signal strength, simulate various atmospheric 

conditions, determine signal path characteristics and 

losses, analyse actual client business and operation 

patterns, and chart terrains, contemporary RF 

propagation software results are used. With the use of 

these technologies, content studies can be created, 

content can be prognosed and planned, and network 

planning can be optimised for a better network 

experience. Accelerated analytics technologies can 

support telecom judges in their trials to improve 5G 

network structure by allowing them to study the 

enormous statistics linked to RF propagation. In their 

attempts to improve the structure of the 5G network, 

telecom judges might use accelerated analytics 

techniques to investigate the enormous statistics linked 

to RF propagation. Accelerated analytics tools enable 

data scientists and network administrators to imagine 

and explore spatiotemporal data, which can provide 

real-time insight into RF propagation, aid in 

determining the best network topology, assess network 

performance, lower network barriers, and enable the 

entire telecommunications industry to fulfil all of the 

5G promises. When asked what they think of when you 

mention energy harvesters, most people think of 

photovoltaic solar panels. But with the commercially 

viable introduction of wireless smartphone charging a 

long time ago. Another important source of obtained 

renewable energy is RF energy harvesting. Without the 

advancements in energy harvesting bias that lessen or 

even eliminate the need for batteries, the robotization of 

houses, cities, granges, and the like would be 

considerably reduced. Generally speaking, but not 

usually, energy harvesting systems collaborate with 

super capacitors or rechargeable batteries. According to 

a Grand View Exploration report, the global energy 

harvesting request size is expected to increase at a 

composite periodic growth rate (CAGR) of 6.5 percent 

from 2020 to 2027. According to the paper, the increase 

is due to the increasing abandonment of Energy 

Harvesting Systems (EHSs) in pastoral areas, which 

prevent power outages and concentrate the main source 

of electricity. Energy harvesting devices will be much 

more necessary as a result of President Biden's recent 

proposal to improve US transportation and data 

architectures while focusing on green energy outcomes. 
 

5G Harvesters 

Energy is derived from outside, ambient 

sources through a process known as energy harvesting 

or scavenging. The sun, vibration, thermal temperature 

differential, and RF transmission sources are the most 

frequent sources of ambient energy. 
 

This ambient energy is converted into 

electrical or, occasionally, mechanical energy by energy 

harvesting bias. Though on a much smaller scale, it is 

identical to large-scale renewable energy production, 

such solar or wind power. 
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As frequency is increased, new biases and 

energy harvesting considerations emerge. For instance, 

researchers at Georgia Tech have recently developed a 

playing card-sized, 3D-printed antenna that can capture 

electromagnetic energy from 5G transmissions. Another 

example of how unused or inactive wireless signals 

might be converted into power is this harvesting. 

 

The experimenters point out that it has long 

been possible to harvest 5G millimeter-surge energy. 

Because long- range power harvesting typically requires 

huge amending antennas, which operate in restricted 

frequency bands, it was simply not practicable in the 

past. This implies that the antennas would only be able 

to collect energy if they were properly refocused. 

 

However, the Georgia Tech group devised a 

method to create an antenna that could accept power 

from any angle, considerably increasing the rigidity of 

such a device. 

 

It's crucial to consider the source of the 

wireless signal in addition to improvements in antenna 

design. For instance, it is well known that utilising a 

smartphone's radio surge to generate energy can 

increase the battery life of the device by at least 30%. 

Several years ago, Ohio State researchers conducted 

experiments that demonstrated that capturing energy at 

its source was significantly more efficient than trying to 

create electricity by manipulating radio waves that were 

already in the atmosphere. Effectiveness in this instance 

refers to how quickly the harvester was able to recharge 

the smartphone. 

 

Only a small portion of the energy harvesting 

equation involves capturing unused wireless energy 

from the atmosphere. After the energy has been caught, 

it needs to be trained. This energy or power is massaged 

by a tiny ambient energy director (AEM), which then 

transfers it to a rechargeable storage component and the 

gadget that has to be powered. 

 

A common energy harvesting process requires 

power conditions between 50 mV and 5 V. At the CES 

2021 event, a Sequans Monarch cellular LTE- M/ NB- 

IoT module and a storage element were both powered 

by a photovoltaic harvester using an e-PEAS AEM 

device. A detector that measures power, light, and 

moisture was also powered by the module. The rally did 

not require batteries. 

 

Of course, energy harvesting technology is not 

limited to wireless and telecom applications. The 

request for wearable health devices might be set up as 

another rising star for energy harvesting technology. A 

"wearable microgrid" shirt has recently been developed 

by researchers at the University of California, San 

Diego. It includes super capacitors to store the 

electricity produced as well as biofuel cells that are 

powered by sweat, stir-powered triboelectric generators, 

and sweat-powered biofuel cells. 

 

 
Figure 2: Different Harvesting For 5G Communication 

 

The cloth is screen-printed with every corridor, 

including the electronics that connects them and makes 

leakproof dinnerware. Everything is flexible, supple, 

foldable, and washable because it is clothing (but only 

without soap). 

 

Smart homes and buildings are also using 

energy harvesting techniques. For instance, Swiss 

researchers recently showed how to produce spongy 

wood flooring in an eco-friendly manner that generates 

power with each footstep. 
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The piezoelectric effect is used to ground 

energy that is scavenged from the bottom. The charged 

patches within the piezoelectric material are forced to 

separate due to mechanical forces brought on by the 

compressed bottom material, which results in a voltage 

differential. A battery or capacitor receives power from 

a circuit when a voltage and current are connected. 

 

Utilizing all of these energy harvesting 

methods, in addition to others, will eliminate the need 

for backup batteries in the future "smart" world. 

 

Comparative Study  

Table 1 displays the properties of various 

networks utilised in simulations. The minimum 

permissible level of Rx power is determined to be -75 

dBm with 43 dBm as the Tx power. The terrain 

employed in (3b) is thought to be of type A, which 

depicts the relatively densely inhabited region, and the 

value S used is 10.6 dB. 

 

Table 1: Simulation parameters for 2G/3G/4G/5G networks 

Simulation Parameter 2G 3G 4G 5G 

Frequency(In MHz) 900 2100 2600 28GHz 

Propagation Model HATA SUI SUI MODIFIED SUI 

Tx Antenna Height(m) 20 20 20 20 

Rx Antenna Height(m) 2 2 2 2 

Tx Power(dBm) 43 43 43 43 

Rx Power (dBm) -75 -75 -75 -75 

 

CONCLUSION 
The fact of the 5G period is that it will endure 

more than a decade even though the market for it is still 

in its infancy as communications service providers 

(SPs) move past the first phase of 5G, which is 

coverage, and strive to increase their service offerings 

going forward. The effectiveness of 5G will be assessed 

in addition to its speed and coverage area. The rollouts 

of communications SPs are planned. As the current 

mobile services industry struggles with squeezed 

margins and 5G is expected to usher in a fundamentally 

different way for communications SPs to conduct 

business, the stakes have never been higher. 
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